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unlike the other games released by hasbro interactive, the cd-rom
of the 1994 pc version of wheel of fortune was not included. instead,
it was a separate cartridge that was sold separately from the game.
however, the 1994 pc version of the game was still compatible with
the 1987-1990 versions of the game, meaning that the software is
backward compatible. it was also the first version of the game to
feature a new version of the word database. while the nintendo

gamecube version of wheel of fortune is backward compatible with
the playstation 2 and gamecube versions, the playstation 2 version
is not compatible with the gamecube version. this is because the

playstation 2 version of wheel of fortune was a totally new version
of the game and was not compatible with the previous playstation

version. it was the first version of the game to feature a new version
of the word database. it was also the first time that the game had a
voice-over, as the game was voiced by different people each week.

the nintendo ds version of wheel of fortune was released on may 23,
2003. the basic premise of the game is the same as the previous
versions of the game. however, the nintendo ds version includes
game play using a touch screen on the game boy advance sp as

opposed to using the d-pad as in previous versions of the game. the
playstation portable version of wheel of fortune was released in june
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2002. the playstation portable version is based on the nintendo ds
version of the game. the game uses the same gaming interface

used by the nintendo ds version of the game. the only difference is
that the playstation portable version includes a camera on the front

of the system, instead of being a standalone accessory. the
playstation portable version of the game also features more game
play options than the previous playstation versions of the game. in
addition, the playstation portable version of the game features the
ability to use the system's built-in wi-fi connectivity as a means of

playing the game online.
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some magazines offer on-
demand access to their

content via a pc
application or a mobile
device. gamepro has a

mobile app that's
available for iphone,

android, and blackberry
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smartphones. it enables
you to view previews,

reviews, and other useful
information without

having to wait for the
next issue to arrive in

the mail. one of the most
recent additions to the
magazine world is the
ability to access all of

this information on a pc.
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gamepro now has a pc
application that provides
an identical experience
to that of the magazine.
you can view a preview,
review, or other useful

information without
having to wait for the
next issue to arrive in

the mail. there are other
magazines that offer
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similar content, including
game informer, 1up,
edge, ign, and many
others. they are all

bundled together under
a magazine publisher.
the gamepro pc app is
available for download

on the gamepro website.
it is also available for

free on itunes and google
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play. if you're looking to
get the most out of your
pc, you'll want to invest

in a $10 a month
subscription to gamepro

magazine. the pc
application is free, but

you'll need the full
magazine subscription in
order to receive the app.

the key to playing
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without an installation
disc is a game's use of

digital distribution and its
compatibility with

platforms like steam and
xbox live. games that

use these methods will
be listed as such when
you browse games on

your pc or console. you
can also download them
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directly to your xbox or
ps3, so there's no need

to purchase another disc.
other games are more
complex: they require
online activation, can't
be played on certain

platforms and don't work
with certain windows

versions. if you
experience any of these
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issues, its best to start
shopping around for a
replacement cd or dvd.

most pc and console
game publishers won't
be interested in selling

you a replacement disc if
you ask -- they'll just

want the money you paid
for the game.
5ec8ef588b
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